
                               

The Economics of Taxation



• A course on understanding and evaluating tax proposals

• Friday December 6: Tax Basics

• Friday December 13: Taxes and Consequences

• Aim is to provide you with the ability to effectively analyze how 
proposed tax changes will affect families’ economic well-being



• Tax legislation:

• changes the amount of revenues the government collects

• changes the tax burden on each family (who pays what)

• Tracking those two set of changes is the key to understanding the 
economic effects of tax legislation



• The tools of tax analysis

• Revenue estimate: change in deficit/surplus

• Distribution analysis: change in tax burden on each family



• Outline

• Revenue Estimation

• Distribution Analysis

• Understanding Growth

• Tradeoffs in Tax Policy



Revenue Estimation



• Revenue estimates 

• Estimate the impact of legislation on the deficit/surplus 
relative to current law

• Produced by JCT, Treasury, various private organizations

• Rely on an array of economic assumptions about behavioral 
responses to the legislation



• Two types of revenue estimates

• Conventional: 
• Assumes gross national product (GNP) does not change
• In principle, includes all other forms of behavior
• Provision-by-provision detail provided

• Dynamic: 
• Allows gross national product (GNP) to change
• Typically estimated for the legislation as a whole

• Caution: dynamic scores are themselves often incomplete and 
open the door to timing games









Distribution Analysis



• Distribution analysis estimates changes in the tax burden

• Who pays for a tax increase?

• Who gets a tax cut?



• Taxes are not necessarily paid by the person or entity legally 
obligated to pay

• Statutory incidence: who is legally obligated to pay
• Economic incidence: who actually pays

• Distribution analysis incorporates incidence assumptions about 
who actually bears the burden of taxation

• All taxes assigned to people
• Not just who is legally obligated to pay tax



• Example: increase the employer-side payroll tax

• Assumption: wage falls such that total compensation paid by 
the employer is unchanged

• Implication: reduction in the wage shifts the burden from the 
employer to the worker



• Economic analysis yields the dollar change in tax burden

• Presented in a variety of ways 

• percent change in tax
• change in share of tax
• change in average tax rate 
• percent change in after-tax income



• Look to the percent change in after-tax income as your default 

• Approximate impact of the legislation on well-being
• Legislation that delivers equal percent change in after-tax 

income leaves relative distribution of income unchanged
• JCT does not estimate!

• Avoid percent change in tax and change in share of tax

• If you pay little tax, large percent change does nothing for you









• Impacts on revenue and burden are the economic effects of tax 
legislation

• Both revenue and distribution analysis require numerous 
economic assumptions

• These assumptions are always subject to debate – if you disagree 
with them you disagree with the results

• Different organizations make different assumptions



Understanding Growth



• The economics of taxation is about tracking the transfers: 
changes in revenues and changes in burden for different people

• Economic commentary on taxation frequently invokes growth, 
which often leads to confusion and double-counting



• What is growth?

• Usual technical meaning: an increase in the value of goods 
and services produced in the United States (GDP)

• Not a claim about jobs, wages, or living standards!



• Broken window fallacy: 

• Suppose I walk around breaking everybody’s windows

• Good for window makers, window installers
• Might increase total income/output
• Bad for people

• Always important to examine well-being directly, not proxies



• Popular view

• Growth delivers additional benefits to the public on top of a 
tax cut

• The benefits of growth are distributed broadly throughout the 
population

• Reality

• No or few gains on top of those shown in the distribution 
analysis – the benefit of a tax cut is the tax cut



• Growth comes at a cost

• Longer work weeks
• Increased child care expenses
• Reduced consumption
• More payouts to foreign investors

• Distribution analysis nets out these costs

• Bonus: distribution analysis also tells you who wins/loses



• Implication: total tax change in distribution table does not necessarily 
equal the revenue estimate

• Revenue estimate includes behavior that is excluded from the 
distribution analysis

• Example: tax avoidance usually reflected in revenue estimate, not 
distribution analysis (exception: JCT)

• This conceptual difference between revenue estimates and distribution 
analysis is what gives rise to the possibility of positive-sum tax reform 
through careful design of legislation

• There are often additional practical reasons for differences between 
revenue estimates and distribution analyses



Tradeoffs in Tax Policy



• Tradeoffs in taxation are between

• taxes and spending
• taxes and other taxes (tax reform)

• Tax legislation is often enacted without offsets, meaning it either 
increases or decreases the deficit

• How will future Congresses change taxes or spending?
• What else could have been done with the money?



• A distribution analysis with financing shows the impact of 
proposed legislation combined with hypothetical offsets

• Illustrates the tradeoffs involved in tax policy
• Obviously, you don’t know what the offsets will be









Concluding Remarks



• Tax legislation:

• changes the amount of revenues the government collects

• changes the tax burden on each family (who pays what)

• Tracking those two set of changes is the key to understanding the 
economic effects of tax legislation

• Revenue and distribution analysis show the economic costs and benefits of 
tax changes



• JCT, “Revenue Estimating Process February 2019,” 
https://www.jct.gov/publications.html?func=startdown&id=5162

• TPC, “Measuring the Distribution of Tax Changes,” 
https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/resources/measuring-distribution-tax-changes

• Greg Leiserson, “If U.S. tax reform delivers equitable growth, a distribution table will show it,” 
https://equitablegrowth.org/if-u-s-tax-reform-delivers-equitable-growth-a-distribution-table-
will-show-it/

• Greg Leiserson, “Assessing the economic effects of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act,” 
https://equitablegrowth.org/assessing-the-economic-effects-of-the-tax-cuts-and-jobs-act/

• The Tax Policy Center’s Glossary of Tax Terms: https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-
book/glossary
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